Case Study
Seeding and Harvesting Global
Demand for ‘Fusion’ - A Content
Distribution Strategy
How we developed a full-funnel paid media
strategy for Travelport Digital to promote their
mobile engagement platform and drive leads.

“Content development is an integral part of our marketing strategy
at Travelport Digital - we’ve worked very closely with Imperic
Media to support this through full funnel paid media support and
have been impressed by the results.”
Eric Booth, Product Marketing Manager, Travelport Digital.

The Brief
Travelport Digital are the world’s largest, dedicated mobile travel technology provider, working
with travel brands on their mobile strategy since 2007.
They required a distribution strategy that would amplify their content reach to a niche audience,
driving brand awareness and lead generation.

The Objective

The Challenge

Drive new customer acquisition for
Travelport Digital’s mobile application
platform ‘Fusion’.

Travelport Digital are a B2B company
within a niche vertical. Potential
customers are spread across multiple
geographies.

The Strategy
We developed a full-funnel paid media strategy that would support
Travelport Digital’s content strategy.
Our plan needed to ensure that users would have a complete and
comprehensive journey, learning more about the brand and its
products across multiple, layered touch-points.

1. TOFU
Top of funnel activity must reach new users and introduce them
to the brand with broad appeal content.

2. MOFU
Middle of funnel activity must re-engage qualified
audiences to communicate the solutions available.

3. BOFU
Bottom of funnel activity aims to convert interested
users into leads through product-led content.

Co-ordination with client
on content strategy
The Travelport Digital content team
was already producing high quality,
authoritative content.
We worked with their internal
marketing team to categorise their
content into top, middle and bottom
of funnel pieces, where engagement
with specific pieces of content would
move a user to the next stage in the
sales funnel.

Targeting Prospects

Mapping The User Journey
Sponsored Post

With the strategy agreed and content identified, the next
step was execution of the strategy.
1.We mapped all content into a well-defined, full-funnel
framework that would engage prospects throughout key
stages of their journey.
2.We synchronised audience lists across all paid media
platforms so that consistent ads would be shown across
channels.
3.We designed a paid media plan that ensured content
would be distributed to prospects throughout key stages
in this journey.
4.Finally, we agreed KPIs that illustrate the value of
behaviours throughout the user journey by tracking
multiple conversion points.
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Top of Funnel Media
A smart targeting strategy was needed to reach a niche audience
at the top of the funnel without wasting budget on irrelevant
traffic.
Many of the more commonly used top of funnel targeting options
were off limits. We had to be resourceful, using the precise
targeting options available to us on advertiser platforms.
Combining this with CRM and cookie data, we were able to build
large enough audiences for us to prospect to.

Top of Funnel Content
We directed top of funnel activity to this broad appeal report
aimed at targeting all verticals within the travel industry.
Excerpts of this were used to produce blog posts and developed into
a webinar. These were distributed on social channels, promoted
by display banners and supported by search campaigns.
Mobile Travel Trends Report 2018

Middle of Funnel Media
We needed to capitalise on the traffic driven by the TOFU
campaigns.
Users who had previously engaged with the ‘Travel Trends
Guide’ were placed into synchronised audiences which allowed
them to be retargeted with next level content across multiple
channels.
This campaign supported prospects as they engaged with
relevant content and qualified them for next engagement.

Middle of Funnel Content
The content promoted at this stage of the user journey was a
comprehensive guide to ‘Getting Started With Your First Airline
App’.
Excerpts of this were used to produce blogs posts and developed
into a webinar. This was solution-level content aimed at
prospects who are in the airline industry and looking to learn
more about app development.

Getting Started With Your First Airline App Ebook.

Bottom of Funnel Media
As new users have discovered the Travelport Digital brand
and have been introduced the solutions they provide, the final
objective is to introduce the product to customers who are
in-market, generating leads.
We applied further segmentation to the remarketing lists across
social, display and search to focus on prospects who were
most likely to engage in product demos or reach out for more
information.

Bottom of Funnel Content
Prospects were presented with product content, case studies
and testimonials which highlights how Travelport Fusion helps
airlines to grow their business.
This content sells the product based on features, benefits and
endorsements. A high value action is a demo request which
typically results in a qualified lead for the business.
Travelport Digital ‘Fusion’ Product Page and Demo

1. Cross Channel Consistency
We mapped all content into TOFU, MOFU, BOFU segments and built
synchronised remarketing audiences across four advertising platforms
to enable consistency of messaging across the user journey.

KEY INNOVATIONS

2. Rapid Audience Development
We shared remarketing audiences between business divisions to
enable Travelport Digital to reach more users and build remarketing
lists faster.

3. Blended Reporting
We developed full-funnel reporting which segmented TOFU, MOFU
and BOFU activity and enabled Travelport Digital to view the impact of
activity at each stage of the user journey in isolation and as part of the
overall campaign.

RESULTS AND SUMMARY
By offering users a complete content experience, using full-funnel content
distribution, Travelport Digital achieved a substantial increase in brand
engagement and lead generation.
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Linkedin’s demographic targeting was second
to none when used throughout this content
distribution strategy. It delivered great
performance, especially for this niche business
looking to reach new prospects with minimum
wastage.
Throughout the user journey Linkedin was used
effectively to target new prospects, engage
those considering their options and to convert
those in the market.
There are drawbacks; audience numbers are
smaller than other platforms; more budget is
required to run effective campaigns; and testing
and optimisation tools are limited; but the over
all return in investment was higher than the
other platforms used.

Although Facebook provides targeting
options for B2B prospects they are not as
comprehensive as Linkedin and was less
effective for Travelport Digital’s Top of
Funnel activity.
Facebook proved to be the most flexible
remarketing tool as audiences were quickly
built and generated low cost re-engagement
with prospects further down the funnel, driving
valuable actions.

DISPLAY

SEARCH

For display activity, a curated list of placements
was required to target the specific audience
for Travelport Digital. Interest and behavioural
targeting proved too broad for targeting
prospects at top of funnel for this niche.

Search activity was integrated into the strategy
by ensuring search queries that were generated
by the top of funnel content were captured and
served campaign-specific adtext.

Throughout the sales journey display activity
generated a lot of awareness and brought
new users into the process but was not directly
attributed much in the way of lead generation
metrics.
Direct buys were considered as a good option,
and executed outside of this campaign with
good results, however the demand on resources,
cost and sometimes lengthy turnaround meant
this was not used extensively.

This was a minor tactical update to the overall search account which ensured that the user
ex-perienced consistent brand message.
As a rising tide lifts all boats; the display and
social activity drove the volume of bottom of
funnel branded search queries and resulted in
an increase conversions throughout the life of
campaign.

Winner at the Irish Content Marketing Awards for
‘Best Content Distribution Strategy.’

Ready for new leads?
Talk to us about flexible strategies for meeting
and beating your lead generation KPI’s.

You’ve made it this far, so why not get in touch.
+353 1 906 0977
impericmedia.com
hello@impericmedia.com

